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For years, California rice farmers have aided bird migration by flooding their fields in the off season. But
this year, they barely have enough water to grow their crops.

By Laura Bliss
July 26, 2021, 4:36 PM EDT

The Western Drought Is a Crisis for Migrating Birds,
Too

Killdeer, one of many shorebird species that migrate through the Sacramento Valley, stop for a drink in a flooded rice field. Photo
courtesy of Jim Morris/California Rice Commission

Empty wells. Salmon die-offs. Water thieves. The uncontrollable flames of monster wildfire. 

In California, one of the worst droughts on record has touched off a kaleidoscopic range of emergencies,
amplifying age-old resource conflicts as leaders call for conservation by cities, curtailments to farmers and
coordination across the board. 

The interconnectedness of the state’s hydrolo�y is especially apparent in one corner of the Sacramento
Valley, where scarce water for farmers will also mean less for the migrating birds that make use of the same
land. Fields that produce 95% of the rice grown in California have become an essential rest stop on the
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Pacific Flyway, with millions of ducks, geese, and other waterfowl and migratory shorebirds stopping to
recharge during long flights south.

But drought is reducing capacity for both crops and creatures. Over the past century, 90% of the region’s
wetlands have been drained for agriculture and urban growth. For surrogate habitat, water-loving birds
rely on farmers who flood their fields as part of normal farming operations as well as through
environmental incentive programs. This year, with water deliveries slashed to a tiny fraction of normal
supplies, planted rice acreage is down more than 20%, leaving tens of thousands of acres fallow. That means
avian travelers will be pressed for resources when they arrive. 

“Flooded rice fields are critical for these species, and this year is looking grim,” said John Eadie, a
waterfowl biolo�y professor at the University of California, Davis. “Even if the water were there, there just
aren’t enough acres for them on the ground.”

Ducks and geese traveling through California’s agricultural heartland get about 50% of their food supplies

from those flooded fields, said Eadie. A lack of resources could weaken current populations and hurt their
chances for survival and reproduction.

The situation for birds is dire beyond California. Drought conditions encompass virtually all of the Pacific
Flyway area north of Mexico, including critical staging areas north of the Sacramento Valley, such as the
Klamath Basin. For birds that do manage to find water, crowded habitats can also be more prone to disease,
like the botulism outbreak that killed 40,000 birds at a wildlife refuge in the Lower Klamath last year.

“What kind of condition will they be in when they get here?” said Jeff Creary, referring to the Sacramento
Valley. Creary is the regional director of operations at Ducks Unlimited, a conservation group supported by
hunters. “Will they already be really stressed? And then there's not enough food or water?”

Unlikely Partners
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Natural resource conflicts often find farmers and environmentalists at loggerheads, and the long-term
decline of California’s wetlands is an example of why. But the story of the rice industry and wetland birds
has been a recent case study in unlikely coalitions. 

Many rice growers flood their fields in the winter as a way to decompose crop residue so that the land can
be dried up and ready to plant by spring. To accommodate bird species that arrive in late summer and early
fall, a program called BirdReturns pays California farmers to flood during those shoulder seasons.
Launched by the Nature Conservancy in 2014, the initiative has created thousands of acres of “pop-up
wetlands” on farms every year and is regarded as a model of “reconciliation ecolo�y,” the concept of
building biodiversity back into landscapes dominated by people.

“The more you can get out of every single drop of water, the better,” said Julia Barfield, a project manager in
the water program at the Nature Conservancy. 
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A flooded rice field in Colusa County, California in December 2020. Photo courtesy of Brian Baer/California Rice Commission

Now the intertwined fate of rice farmers and migratory birds appears bleak. This fall, the California
Ricelands Waterbird Foundation, a conservation organization supported by the California Rice Commission,
is managing a “Bid4Birds” program, partly financed by the Nature Conservancy as a way to scale up the
original model. The program received enough applications to cover about 2,600 acres of surrogate habitat
in September and October of this year, which is in line with recent years, said Luke Matthews, wildlife
program manager at the Rice Commission. 

But only one grower applied to flood his fields in early August, which is a critical period for shorebird
species that arrive in summer. That means some areas will have virtually zero water on the ground for those
birds, Matthews said. Already, North American shorebird populations have shrunk by about 70% in the last
50 years as a result of habitat loss and climate change. 

In another offshoot of the BirdReturns program targeting the Sacramento Valley, the Nature Conservancy is
also working with the Colusa Groundwater Authority to pay farmers to put water on their land in order to
replenish the aquifer, as well as create a temporary bird habitat. The program has received just one
application so far.

“We really need to scale up these efforts and put hundreds of thousands more acres on the ground for these
birds,” Barfield said. “We’re still looking for farmers for this fall. But it is really a needle in the haystack.”  

Many growers aren’t participating because they don’t expect to have access to the water they’d need to
create that habitat. Kurt Richter, a third-generation farmer in Colusa County who has been part of
BirdReturns since its inception, didn’t bother applying because he anticipates zero water deliveries by fall.
That means it’s also unlikely he'll be able to flood his fields to deal with crop residue.   

“On the farming side, we’ll figure that out and use other methods,” he said. “But the Pacific Flyway doesn’t
take the year off. The birds don’t get a memo that there is no water in the Central Valley.”
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